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Authored by: P. What new kinds of social and personal opportunity, for example, were offered by the
changing cultures of sport and entertainment. His flight, which he completed in the monoplane Spirit of St.
Others, like the writers of the Lost Generation, reveled in exposing the hypocrisies and shallowness of
mainstream middle-class culture. Midwesterner Robert M. This had the effect of smoothing out regional
differences in dialect, language, music, and even consumer taste. His running mate, Calvin Coolidge b , would
go on to become president in , when Harding died suddenly while touring the United States. Once he decided
to buy a house in the country, I bought his apartment. On June 4, , the issue went before Congress once again,
and this time it passed. The hairstyle of the decade was a chin-length bob, which had several popular
variations. Reckless in the pursuit of novelty and pleasure, they constituted what Ernest Hemingway soon
coined, The Lost Generation. While the organization publicly abstained from violence, its member continued
to employ intimidation, violence, and terrorism against its victims, particularly in the South. Let no one
mistake it for comedy, farcical though it may be in all its details. It was in the same New York City borough
where the Cotton Club enjoyed its fame that the African American cultural revolution found its center. The
public flaunting of social and sexual norms by flappers represented an attempt to match gains in political
equality with gains in the social sphere. Wharton came from a very wealthy, socialite family in New York,
where she was educated by tutors and never attended college. Only Mae West ever had me taking a nip before
an interview. Soon, people could buy used Model Ts for as little as five dollars, allowing students and others
with low incomes to enjoy the freedom and mobility of car ownership. However, his profligate lifestyle with
his wife Zelda sapped their funds, and Fitzgerald had to struggle to maintain their lavish lifestyle. But there
remained doubts about the suitability of airplanes for long-distance travel. Women entered into the
mainstream middle class experience but took on a gendered role within society.


